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Crystal-phase quantum dots in GaN quantum wires
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We study the nature of excitons bound to I1 basal plane stacking faults in ensembles of ultrathin GaN
nanowires by continuous-wave and time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. These ultrathin nanowires,
obtained by the thermal decomposition of spontaneously formed GaN nanowire ensembles, are tapered and have
tip diameters down to 6 nm. With decreasing nanowire diameter, we observe a strong blueshift of the transition
originating from the radiative decay of stacking fault-bound excitons. Moreover, the radiative lifetime of this
transition in the ultrathin nanowires is independent of temperature up to 60 K and significantly longer than that
of the corresponding transition in as-grown nanowires. These findings reveal a zero-dimensional character of the
confined exciton state and thus demonstrate that I1 stacking faults in ultrathin nanowires act as genuine quantum
dots.
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Spontaneously formed GaN nanowires are comparable in
structural perfection to state-of-the-art freestanding GaN [1].
The nanowire geometry inhibits the propagation of threading
dislocations along the nanowire axis, resulting in dislocationfree crystals regardless of the substrate [2,3]. In contrast
to group-III arsenide and phosphide nanowires, which are
synthesized by vapor-liquid-solid growth and are prone to
a pronounced polytypism [4,5], spontaneously formed GaN
nanowires exclusively crystallize in the wurtzite lattice structure with only occasional I1 basal plane stacking faults
(BSFs) [6,7]. Consequently, the radiative transitions related
to excitons bound to I1 BSFs [(I1 ,X)] in GaN nanowires
are spectrally well resolved and distinct from other excitonic
transitions in GaN. This fact has been essential for shedding
light on the nature of the (I1 ,X) [8,9]. In particular, for
nanowires with a diameter larger than 50 nm, the (I1 ,X) was
shown to exhibit a two-dimensional density of states, i.e., I1
BSFs indeed act as quantum wells [8,10].
These so-called crystal-phase quantum structures are free
of strain and alloy disorder, and their interfaces are atomically
abrupt [11]. In GaN nanowires, the decay of the (I1 ,X)
is purely radiative up to 60 K [8,9]. BSFs thus form an
exceptionally well-defined model system for fundamental
studies of confined excitons. In this context, the recent
fabrication of ultrathin GaN nanowires with a diameter down to
6 nm is of great interest [12]. Due to the mismatch in dielectric
constants between GaN and air, excitons in these ultrathin
nanowires experience a strong radial confinement, i.e., the
ultrathin GaN nanowires act as quantum wires despite the fact
that their diameter still exceeds at least twice the exciton Bohr
radius [12]. In addition, the thermal decomposition technique
used for the controlled thinning of the as-grown nanowires
does not affect their high structural perfection. Finally, despite
their extremely small diameter, these nanostructures exhibit
a high radiative efficiency due to a rather slow surface
recombination velocity at the nanowires’ sidewall facets of
less than 210 cm/s at 60 K [8].
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In this work, we use continuous-wave (cw) and timeresolved (TR) photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy to investigate the radiative decay and the dynamics of the (I1 ,X) in
GaN quantum wire ensembles fabricated by partial thermal decomposition. We demonstrate that I1 BSFs in these nanowires
act as quantum dots. With decreasing nanowire diameter, the
(I1 ,X) transition blueshifts as a result of radial confinement.
The radiative lifetime of the (I1 ,X) in crystal-phase quantum
dots does not vary with temperature and is significantly longer
than the one measured at 5 K for as-grown nanowires. Using
self-consistent eight-band k · p calculations, we show that the
increase in radiative lifetime with decreasing diameter results
from the reduced coherence area of the (I1 ,X).
Ultrathin GaN nanowires with a length of about 1 μm
have been obtained by partial thermal decomposition at 920 ◦ C
of GaN nanowire ensembles formed during molecular-beam
epitaxy on a Si(111) substrate [12]. The length and the diameter
of the as-grown nanowires are 2 μm and 51 nm, respectively,
and we estimate the density of I1 BSFs to be about 1 per
nanowire (see the cathodoluminescence mappings in Ref. [8]).
The concurrent layer-by-layer desorption of atoms from the
top surface and from the sidewalls leads to tapering. The
thinnest nanowires obtained exhibit an average base diameter
of dB = 27 nm, while the diameter at their tip can be as small
as 6 nm [12]. Following the results in Ref. [12], ultrathin
nanowires are referred to as quantum wires in the remainder
of the paper. Charging effects lead to an overestimation of the
tip diameters when measuring such thin wires by top-view
and cross-sectional secondary electron microscopy [12,13].
Therefore, the emission properties of GaN quantum wires
were correlated with their average dB . Note, however, that
the emission is very likely to originate from sections of the
nanowires with diameter substantially smaller than dB .
Continuous-wave (cw) PL experiments were performed
using the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser for excitation.
The laser was focused onto the sample to a diameter of
60 μm. The PL signal was analyzed using a monochromator
followed by a charge-coupled-device camera for detection.
Time-resolved (TR) PL spectroscopy was carried out using
the second harmonic of fs pulses obtained from an optical
parametric oscillator pumped by a Ti:sapphire laser (emission
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FIG. 1. PL spectra of the as-grown nanowire and the quantum
wire ensembles at 5 K acquired with an excitation density of
10 mW/cm2 (the spectra have been shifted vertically). The average
dB is specified for each sample. The dashed line is a guide to the eye
highlighting the blueshift of the (I1 ,X) transition with decreasing dB .

wavelength and repetition rate of 325 nm and 76 MHz,
respectively). The energy fluence per pulse was kept below
0.3 μJ/cm2 . The transient emission was spectrally dispersed
by a monochromator and detected by a streak camera. For both
cw and TR PL measurements, the samples were mounted in a
coldfinger cryostat whose temperature can be varied between
5 and 300 K. For both experiments, the laser was polarized
perpendicular to the nanowire axis. As the average nanowire
diameter for all of samples is well within the subwavelength
range, the coupling of light into the nanowires is getting
less and less efficient with decreasing diameter, thus strongly
reducing absorption. The photogenerated carrier density in
the quantum wires should thus be lower as compared to the
as-grown nanowires.
Figure 1 shows the PL spectra at 5 K for an ensemble of
as-grown nanowires and for ensembles of quantum wires with
dB between 39 and 27 nm. The spectrum for the as-grown
ensemble is dominated by the recombination of A excitons
bound to neutral O donors at 3.471 eV [(D 0 ,XA )]. The
lower-energy band centered at 3.410 eV is related to the
recombination of excitons bound to I1 BSFs [8,9].
Decreasing dB from 51 to 27 nm, the energy of the
(D 0 ,XA ) transition increases from 3.471 to 3.481 eV (Fig. 1),
indicating a progressively stronger confinement of the excitons
in the corresponding nanowires. This confinement is caused
by the mismatch in dielectric constants between GaN and
vacuum at the nanowire sidewalls [12,14,15]. An even stronger
blueshift (42 meV) with decreasing nanowire diameter is
observed for the (I1 ,X) line, suggesting that the (I1 ,X) state
in GaN quantum wires is radially confined. In other words,
I1 BSFs in GaN quantum wires seem to act as crystal-phase
quantum dots. The larger blueshift of the (I1 ,X) as compared
to the one observed for the (D 0 ,XA ) line probably arises from
the different location of the exciton states involved in these
transitions: whereas donors are distributed uniformly along
the entire length of the nanowire, I1 BSFs may be located
preferentially in the top parts of the nanowires, where the
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FIG. 2. (a) (I1 ,X) intensity (I) as a function of temperature
(T) for the as-grown nanowire (triangles) and for the quantum
wire ensembles with two different average dB . The arrows show
the temperature at which the emission intensity starts to quench.
The solid line shows the best fit to the (I1 ,X) intensity using
I (T ) ∝ 1/(1 + aT exp [− EkTa ]), with a a fitting parameter and Ea =
57 ± 5 meV the activation energy for the thermal escape of the
(I1 ,X) from the BSF. (b) PL spectra of the quantum wire ensembles
with dB = 39 nm at 5, 60, and 120 K taken with an excitation density
of 10 mW/cm2 (the spectra have been normalized).

diameter is smaller and the confinement of the exciton stronger.
This result is consistent with the fact that BSFs result from
the nanowire coalescence and form several hundreds of nm
above the contact point between adjacent nanowires [16]. We
also observe that the thinnest nanowires exhibit the broadest
(I1 ,X) and (D 0 ,XA ) lines at 5 K (Fig. 1). This finding is a direct
consequence of the increase in confinement with decreasing
diameter: the thinner the nanowire, the larger the impact of
diameter fluctuations on the (D 0 ,XA ) and (I1 ,X) energies and
hence the larger the broadening of the corresponding emission
lines. As a result of the significant spectral overlap between
the (I1 ,X) and (D 0 ,XA ) transitions for the thinnest nanowires
(Fig. 1), we focus in the following on the optical properties of
the quantum wires with dB = 39 and 32 nm.
Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the
integrated intensity of the (I1 ,X) line for the as-grown
nanowire ensemble and for two quantum wire ensembles with
dB = 39 and 32 nm. For the as-grown nanowire ensemble, the
intensity of the (I1 ,X) transition remains constant between 4
and 60 K, indicating that the recombination of the (I1 ,X) is
purely radiative up to 60 K [8]. For temperatures above
60 K, excitons can thermally escape from the comparatively
shallow crystal-phase quantum well, leading to an abrupt
quenching of the (I1 ,X) line [17,18]. The intensity of the
(I1 ,X) transition follows an Arrhenius behavior with an
activation energy Ea = (57 ± 5) meV [Fig. 1(b)], coinciding
with the energy difference between the (I1 ,X) and the free
exciton in fault-free segments [8,18]. For the ensembles of
quantum wires, the (I1 ,X) transition also shows a constant
PL intensity in the low-temperature range before decreasing
strongly at high temperatures [Fig. 2(a)]. Figure 2(b) shows
normalized PL spectra taken at 5, 60, and 120 K on the
sample with dB = 39 nm. The intensity ratio between the
(I1 ,X) and the free exciton decreases strongly between 60 and
120 K, indicating that the quenching of the (I1 ,X) PL in the
quantum wires is also due to the thermal escape of the exciton
from the BSFs. The range of constant PL intensity, however,
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FIG. 3. (a) Streak camera image of an ensemble of quantum wires with dB = 39 nm recorded at 5 K with an energy fluence per pulse of
0.3 μJ/cm2 . The intensity is displayed on a logarithmic scale from blue (low intensity) to red (high intensity). (b) Temporal evolution of the
PL spectra of an ensemble of quantum wires with dB = 39 nm at 5 K. (c) PL intensity transients of the (I1 ,X) transition at 5 and 50 K (solid
and open symbols, respectively) for the ensembles of as-grown nanowires (triangles) and quantum wires with dB = 39 nm (squares). The peak
intensities are normalized. The transients for the quantum wires have been shifted vertically for clarity. The solid lines are exponential fits of
the transients. (d) Temperature dependence of τ for the ensembles of as-grown nanowires (triangles) and quantum wires with dB = 39 nm
(squares). The lifetimes τ have been obtained from the single exponential fits shown in (c). The dashed line is a guide to the eye showing the
linear increase of τ for the as-grown nanowires between 15 and 60 K.

decreases with decreasing dB , and the intensity quenching
becomes less abrupt than for the as-grown nanowires. Both of
these findings are easily understood: since a smaller diameter
results in a larger confinement energy for the (I1 ,X) state
(Fig. 1), it also results in a lower value of Ea . Furthermore,
the tapering of the quantum wires leads to a distribution of
Ea values, which manifests itself in a gradual quenching of
the (I1 ,X) PL intensity as compared to that observed for the
as-grown, nontapered nanowire ensemble.
Figure 3(a) displays a streak camera image taken at 5 K
on the sample with dB = 39 nm. Spectral profiles taken at
various time delays are shown in Fig. 3(b). The (D 0 ,XA ) PL
decays exponentially with a decay time of 390 ps. This fast
decay has a nonradiative origin and most probably arises from
exciton recombination at point defects [19]. Figure 3(c) shows
PL intensity transients of the (I1 ,X) line at 5 and 50 K for
the as-grown nanowires and for the quantum wire ensemble
with dB = 39 nm. The integrated intensity of the (I1 ,X) line
has been obtained by a spectral deconvolution of the transient
spectra [20]. Note that due to the significant spectral overlap

between the (I1 ,X) and the (D 0 ,XA ) transitions at the early
stage of the decay [Fig. 3(b)], the values obtained for the
(I1 ,X) PL intensities of the partially decomposed nanowire
sample exhibit a comparatively large uncertainty for the initial
1 ns. At 5 K, the (I1 ,X) state for the as-grown nanowires decays
exponentially, and the decay time τ = 1.0 ns is identical
with the radiative lifetime τr . The (I1 ,X) PL decay for the
quantum wires with dB = 39 nm is more complex: it is
nonexponential during the first two ns after excitation, and
becomes exponential with a decay time τ = 3.4 ns thereafter.
Comparable results have been obtained for the sample with
dB = 32 nm (not shown). Two different phenomena may, in
principle, account for this initial nonexponential decay.
First, the discontinuity of the polarization field at the
interfaces of I1 BSFs induces strong electrostatic fields along
the nanowire axis, spatially separating the electron and hole
wave functions [21–23]. A high initial carrier density created
by pulsed excitation may screen these fields, giving rise to
a minimum value for the radiative lifetime τr directly after
excitation. Since the carrier density is subsequently reduced
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FIG. 4. Continuous-wave photoluminescence spectra of an ensemble of quantum wires with dB = 39 nm at 5 K as a function of
the excitation power density.

by recombination, the electric fields are restored again with
time, resulting potentially in a continuous decrease in the
(I1 ,X) energy as well as in a continuous increase in τr [24,25].
Since the (I1 ,X) recombination is purely radiative at low
temperature [Fig. 2(a)], the latter increase could explain the
nonexponential decay of the (I1 ,X) emission after pulsed
excitation. However, the (I1 ,X) energy remains constant
during the whole decay [Fig. 3(b)]. This finding suggests that
the change in carrier density with time after pulsed excitation
does not lead to strong modifications in the strength of built-in
electric fields, and that the nonexponential (I1 ,X) PL decay
seen in Fig. 3(c) is not due to the dynamical descreening
of these fields. To confirm this result, we have recorded
excitation-density-dependent cw PL spectra at 5 K on the
sample with dB = 39 nm (Fig. 4). Increasing the excitation
density from 0.01 to 1.5 W/cm2 does not lead to any change in
the energy of the (I1 ,X), confirming that screening is negligible
in this range of excitation densities [24]. Note that the small
blueshift observed for larger excitation densities most probably
arises from band filling and/or heating effects [see the change
in the (D 0 ,XA ) and free exciton line shapes when the density
increases from 1.5 to 155 W/cm2 ]. In view of the results
in Figs. 3(b) and 4, it is unlikely that the nonexponential
decay observed for the (I1 ,X) in the quantum wires [Fig. 3(c)]
originates from the dynamical descreening of the built-in
electric fields.
Second, the origin for the nonexponential decay may be
associated with the pronounced tapering of the quantum wires.
Since the BSFs are likely to occur at different positions along
the nanowire axis, their radial dimension and thus the degree of

radial confinement also varies. As the radiative lifetime almost
certainly depends on this degree of radial confinement [26,27],
a multiexponential decay would be an inevitable consequence.
Following this interpretation, the experimental result of longer
decay times for the quantum wires implies that the radiative
lifetime increases with decreasing diameter. We will return to
this issue after a discussion of the transients at 50 K and the
temperature dependence of τ .
At a temperature of 50 K, for which the PL intensity of
our samples is still close to that at 5 K [cf. Fig. 2(a)], the
decay of the (I1 ,X) remains exponential for the as-grown
nanowires, but τ increases from 1.0 to 4.2 ns. In contrast,
the increase in temperature does not affect the decay of
the (I1 ,X) for the quantum wires. Figure 3(d) shows the
evolution of τ between 5 and 120 K for both samples. Up
to a temperature of 50–60 K, the decay of the (I1 ,X) is purely
radiative and τ = τr . Between 15 and 40 K, τr increases nearly
linearly for the as-grown nanowires, demonstrating that (i) I1
BSFs in nanowires with a diameter of 51 nm act as quantum
wells [28], and (ii) the (I1 ,X) is free to move along the BSF
plane. The deviation from a linear behavior for temperatures
lower than 15 K arises from exciton localization along the
BSF plane due to the presence of donors, as discussed in
Ref. [8]. The significant reduction in τ for temperatures larger
than 60 K is due to the thermal escape of excitons from
the BSF plane. For the quantum wires, the long component
of the nonexponential decay is independent of temperature
and corresponds to the radiative lifetime of the (I1 ,X) in the
thinnest nanowire segments according to the discussion above.
The constant lifetime confirms unambiguously that BSFs in
GaN quantum wires behave as crystal-phase quantum dots.
The reduction of the dimensionality of the (I1 ,X) state from
two to zero already when dB = 39 nm again suggests that the
crystal-phase quantum dots are located in the top part of the
nanowires, where the diameter is much smaller.
Finally, we address the origin of the increase in τr with
decreasing diameter observed above. Considering that the
exciton is coherent over the entire BSF, the radiative decay
rate r = 1/τr can be written approximately as [26,30]

r ∝ f˜ Ac ∝ |χe (z)|χh (z)|2

R
a⊥

2
,

(1)

with the oscillator strength per unit area f˜, the coherence area
Ac (which is assumed to be determined by the nanowire’s
radius R) [26,27,30], the overlap integral between the electron
and hole wave functions along the nanowire axis χe (z)|χh (z),
and the Bohr radius of the exciton in the BSF plane a⊥ . For
examining the change of τr with a decrease in R, we calculate
the wave function of the (I1 ,X) in nanowires of diameters
between 10 and 50 nm using eight-band k · p calculations [31].
The I1 BSF within the GaN nanowire is represented by
three monolayers of zinc-blende GaN within a wurtzite GaN
segment of 20 nm length. The nanowires are considered to
be undoped, i.e., surface potentials are absent. The surface is
considered as an infinite potential barrier. The spontaneous
polarization of wurtzite GaN induces axial electrostatic fields
in the I1 BSF with a magnitude of 3 MV/cm [23]. We average
over all polarization directions, i.e., the oscillator strength f˜
2
is simply given by |χe (z)|χh (z)|2 /a⊥
.
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FIG. 5. Oscillator strength per unit area f˜ and total oscillator
strength f˜R 2 for the (I1 ,X) as a function of the disk diameter (solid
and dashed lines, respectively). The inset shows the electron (red)
and hole (blue) ground-state charge densities for a nanowire diameter
of 20 nm. The inset has been prepared using VISUAL MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS [29].

Figure 5 shows the dependence of f˜ and f˜R 2 as a function
of R. As shown in the inset of Fig. 5 for a diameter of 20 nm,
both the electron and the hole are located in the center of the
quantum disk. With decreasing R, the electron experiences a
progressively stronger confinement which results in a strong
increase of f˜, as displayed in Fig. 5. A radial separation
between the electron and hole wave functions as observed in
Ref. [31] does not occur for the range of nanowire diameters
considered here, a finding that still holds when considering
the presence of surface potentials due to Fermi-level pinning
at the free sidewalls and a homogeneous background doping of
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a controlled fashion has allowed us to observe the transition
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